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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we consider the intuitionistic fuzzy sets in a -semigroup and the corresponding sets of intuitionistic 
fuzzy points. We analyze some relations between the intuitionistic fuzzy -ideals and the sets of intuitionistic fuzzy 
points of these -ideals of a -semigroup S. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
  In 1965, Zadeh [1] introduced the concept of 
fuzzy sets. In 1986, Atanassov [2] introduced the notion 
of intuitionistic fuzzy sets as a generalization of fuzzy 
sets also see [3,4]. Many concepts in fuzzy set theory 
were also extended to intuitionistic fuzzy set theory, 
such as intuitionistic fuzzy relations, intuitionistic L-
fuzzy sets, intuitionistic fuzzy implications, intuitionistic 
fuzzy logics, intuitionistic fuzzy rough sets etc. 
In 1981, Sen [5] introduced the notion of -semigroup 
as a generalization of semigroup and ternary semigroup. 
In 1986, Sen and Saha [6,7] modified the definition of 
Sen's  -semigroup, which is known as one sided -
semigroup. -semigroups have been analyzed by a lot of 
mathematicians. 
The notion of fuzzy points was introduced by Pu and Liu 
[8] in 1980. Wang et al. [9] and Kim [10] characterized 
fuzzy ideals in semigroups by fuzzy points. Jun and 
Song [11] introduced the notion of intuitionistic fuzzy 
points. In [12] Sardar et al., defined some relations 
between the intuitionistic fuzzy ideals of a semigroup S 
and the set of all intuitionistic fuzzy points of S. In [13] 
Akram characterized intuitionistic fuzzy ideals in ternary 
semigroups by intuitionistic fuzzy points. Also see [14-
29]. 
In this paper, we analyze some relations between the 
intuitionistic fuzzy ideals and the corresponding subsets 
of intuitionistic fuzzy points of a  -semigroup. 
 
2.  PRELIMINARIES 
Let  ,...} , , { z y x S   and  ,...} , , {       be two 
non-empty sets. Then S is called a -semigroup if it 
satisfies 
(i)   S y x     
(ii)  ), ( ) ( z y x z y x       for all  S z y x  , ,  and 
   . ,      
 
 
 
 
 
A non-empty subset  A of a -semigroup  S  is called a 
-subsemigroup of S  if  . A A A    A left (right)  -
ideal of a -semigroup  S  is a non-empty subset A  of 
S  such that  A A S     ) ( A S A    and a two sided -
ideal or simply a -ideal is that which is both a left and 
a right -ideal of   . S  A -subsemigroup  B  of a -
semigroup  S  is called a bi--ideal of S  if 
B B S B    . A -subsemigroup  A of a -semigroup 
S  is called an interior  -ideal of S  if  . A S A S     
An ideal  I  of a -semigroup  S  is called a prime  -
ideal if for any ideals  A and B  of S ,  I B A    
implies that  I A  or  I B    and is called semiprime 
-ideal if  I A A    implies that  . I A  An element  x  
of a -semigroup  S  is called regular if there exist an 
element  S s  and     ,  such that  x s x x     and 
S  is called a regular -semigroup if every element of 
S  is regular. 
A fuzzy set   in a non-empty set  X  is a function,   
  1 , 0 :  X   and the compliment of  ,   denoted by 

   is the fuzzy set in  X  given by 

 ) ( 1 x     for all 
. X x   An intuitionistic fuzzy set (briefly, IFS)  A in a 
non-empty set  X  is an object having the form, 
   , | ) ( ), ( , X x x x x A A A      where the functions, 
: A    1 , 0  X   and  : A   1 , 0  X  denotes the 
degree of membership and the degree of non-
membership respectively, and for all  , X x  
) ( 0 ) ( s t s A A      . An intuitionistic fuzzy set 
    X x x x x A A A   | ) ( ), ( ,    in  X  can be identified by 
an ordered pair  ) , ( A A    in  .
X X I I   For simplicity, we 
shall use IFS for intuitionistic fuzzy set and 
) , ( A A A     for IFS     . | ) ( ), ( , X x x x x A A A       
 
 Definition 2.1: ]) 11 ([  Let  ] 1 , 0 [ ,  b a  with  1  b a  
then an intuitionistic fuzzy point written as  ) , ( b a x  is 
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

 

otherwise.
    if
  
) 1 , 0 (
) , (
) ( ) , (
y x b a
y x b a  
 
3.  INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY POINTS AND 
IDEALS IN -SEMIGROUPS 
In what follows, let S  denotes a -semigroup 
unless otherwise specified. 
 
 Definition  3.1: ]) 27 ([  An IFS  ) , ( A A A     in a -
semigroup  S  is called an intuitionistic  fuzzy  -
subsemigroup of S  if 
)}, ( ), ( { max ) (   and
)} ( ), ( { min ) (
y x y x
y x y x
A A A
A A A
   
   


 
 for all  S y x  , ,  .      
 
Definition 3.2: ]) 27 ([  An IFS  ) , ( A A A     in a -
semigroup  S  is called an intuitionistic fuzzy left (right) 
-ideal of S  if 
, )   ) ( ) ( (     ) ( ) (   and
          )   ) ( ) ( (     ) ( ) (
x y x y y x
x y x y y x
A A A A
A A A A
     
     
 
 
 
 for all  . , ,     S y x  
 
Definition 3.3: ]) 27 ([  An IFS  ) , ( A A A     in a -
semigroup  S  is called an intuitionistic fuzzy -ideal of 
S  if it is both an intuitionistic fuzzy left,  and an 
intuitionistic fuzzy right -ideal of S . 
It is clear that any intuitionistic fuzzy left (right) -ideal 
of  S  is an intuitionistic fuzzy subsemigroup of S  but 
the converse is not true. 
 
Definition 3.4: ]) 27 ([  An intuitionistic  fuzzy  -
subsemigroup  ) , ( A A A      o f  S  is called an 
intuitionistic fuzzy interior -ideal of S  if 
), ( ) (   and    ) ( ) ( z y z x z y z x A A A A            
 for all  S z y x  , ,  and  . ,      
 
Definition 3.5: ]) 27 ([  An intuitionistic  fuzzy  -
subsemigroup  ) , ( A A A     of S  is called an 
intuitionistic fuzzy bi--ideal of S  if 
)}, ( ), ( { max ) (   and
)} ( ), ( { min ) (
y x y z x
y x y z x
A A A
A A A
    
    


 
 for all,  S z y x  , ,  and  . ,       
Let  ) (S   be the set of all intuitionistic fuzzy subsets of 
a  -semigroup  S . For any two intuitionistic fuzzy sets 
) , ( A A A     and  ) , ( B B B     of S , we define, 
) , ( B A B A B A        where, 
  


  
 
 otherwise, 0
    if }] , [min{
) (
y x t y x
t
B A y x t
B A
  
   
 
  and 
 


  
 
 otherwise, 1
    if }] , [max{
) (
y x t y x
t
B A y x t
B A
  
   
 for all      , , S y x . 
It is easy to verify that  ) (S   is a -semigroup. For any 
) ( , , S C B A    if  C B   then  C A B A     and 
. A C A B      
If    I i Ai  ,  be a collection of  intuitionistic fuzzy 
subsets of S  then their intersection 
) , (
i i A I i A I i i I i A  
        is an intuitionistic fuzzy subset 
of S  where, 
 
 . , | ) ( sup ) (   and  
, | ) ( inf ) (
S t I i t t
S t I i t t
i i
i i
A A I i
A A I i
   
   


 
 
 
For  -semigroup  , S  we denotes the set of all of its 
intuitionistic fuzzy points by  . S  Then clearly S  is a -
subsemigroup of  ), (S   as for any  , ) , ( b a s , ) , ( d c t  ) , ( f e u  
S  and  , , ,       we have 
, ) (     ) , ( ) , ( ) , ( S t s t s d b c a d c b a        
and 
).     (         )     ( ) , ( ) , ( ) , ( ) , ( ) , ( ) , (           u t s u t s f e d c b a   
If  ) , ( A A A     is an intuitionistic fuzzy subset of S  
then  A denotes the set of all intuitionistic fuzzy points 
contained in  A that is  S s A b a   ) , ( {   : a s A  ) (   and  
}. ) ( b s A     If  S s b a  ) , ( , then  0  a  and  . 1  b   
 
Proposition 3.6:  Let  S  be a -semigroup, then for 
intuitionistic fuzzy subsets  ) , ( A A A     and 
) , ( B B B     of  , S   following holds. 
(i)  B A B A      (ii)  B A B A      (iii) 
B A B A     
 
Proof: (i) Let   ) , ( b a s B A    
S s b a   ) , ( { :    ( A  a x B  ) )(        
and  } ) )( ( b x B A      
 







 

b x x
a x x S s
B A
B A b a
) ( ), ( min(   and
)) ( ), ( max( : ) , (
 
 
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





  
  

b x x
a x a x S s
B A
B A b a
) ) ( or    ) ( ( and
) ( or    ) ( ( : ) , (
   
 
  
 






  
  

b x a x S x
b x a x S s
B B
A A b a
) (   and   ) ( : or 
) (   and   ) ( ( : ) , (
 
 
  
  A s b a   ) , (   or   B s b a  ) , (   
  s a,b A B.   
Hence  . B A B A     Similarly one can prove (ii). 
(iii) As,  






  

 


  and  
, :    
) , (
) , ( ) , ( ) , (
B t
A s t s
B A
d c
b a d c b a   
 











 


 
d t
c t b s
a s t s
B
B A
A d b c a
) (   and
) ( , ) (   and
) ( : ) ( ) , (

 
 
  
 






 
 

 
)   ) (   and   ) ( (
),   ) (   and   ) ( ( : ) ( ) , (
d t b s
c t a s t s
B A
B A d b c a
 
  
  
 






 
 

 
d b t s
c a t s t s
B A
B A d b c a
) ( ), ( max{
, )} (   , ) ( min{ : ) ( ) , (
 
  
  
 






 
 

 
d b t s
c a t s t s
B A
B A d b c a
)] ( ), ( inf[max{
, )}] ( , ) ( sup[min{ : ) ( ) , (
 
  
  
 






    
  

 
S y x v d b v
c a v v
B A
B A d b c a
  
 
for    , ) )( (
, ) )( ( : ) ( ) , (   
  . B A    
Hence  . B A B A     
 
Corollary 3.7:  If  , Ai   , ,..., 4 , 3 , 2 , 1 n i   be the 
intuitionistic fuzzy subsets of a -semigroup S  then 
(i)  i A   i A    (ii)   i A  i A     (iii)   i i A A    , 
Where   . ,..., 4 , 3 , 2 , 1 n i   
 
The following lemma is easy to prove. 
 
Lemma 3.8: Le   A  be the characteristic function of a 
non-empty subset  A of  a -semigroup  . S  Then  A is a 
left (right, two sided) -ideal of S  if and only if 
) , (   A A    is an intuitionistic fuzzy left (right, two 
sided) -ideal of S . 
 
 Lemma 3.9:  A non-empty intuitionistic fuzzy subset 
) , ( A A A     of a -semigroup  S  is an intuitionistic 
fuzzy  -subsemigroup of S  if and only if  A  is a -
subsemigroup of  . S  
 
Proof: We suppose that  ) , ( A A A     is an intuitionistic 
fuzzy -subsemigroup of S  and  , ) , ( b a s , ) , ( A t d c   then 
, 0 ) (   a s A    0 ) (   c t A   and  , 1 ) (   b s A   
. 1 ) (   d t A    
Since, for  S t s  ,  and  .     We have 
c a t s t s A A A    )) ( ), ( min( ) (      
and 
d b t s t s A A A    )) ( ), ( max( ) (     , 
so that  . ) ( )   ,   ( ) , ( ) , ( A t s t s d b c a d c b a        Which implies 
that  . A A A     Hence   A  is a   -subsemigroup of  
. S  
Conversely, let  A be a -subsemigroup of S  and 
S t s  , ,  .     If  0 ) ( ) (   t s A A    and 
1 ) ( ) (   y x A A    then  
)) ( ), ( min( 0 ) ( t s t s A A A        
and 
)). ( ), ( max( 1 ) ( t s t s A A A        
If  0 ) ( ), (  t s A A    and  1 ) ( ), (  t s A A    then 
, )) ( ), ( ( s s A A s       . )) ( ), ( ( A y t t A A      Since  A is a -
subsemigroup of S  then,  
A t s
t s
t s
t s t s
t s t s
t t s s
A A A A
A A A A
A A A A
 

 
 
)) ( ) (   ,   ) ( ) ( (
)) ( ) (   ,   ) ( ) ( (
)) ( ), ( ( )) ( ), ( (
) (
) (
   
   
   
   



 
 
which implies that  
)}. ( ), ( { max ) ( ) ( ) (   and
)} ( ), ( { min ) ( ) ( ) (
t s t s t s
t s t s t s
A A A A A
A A A A A
     
     
  
  
 
Hence  A is an intuitionistic fuzzy -subsemigroup of 
S . 
 
Lemma 3.10:  A non-empty intuitionistic fuzzy subset 
) , ( A A A     of a -semigroup  S  is an intuitionistic 
fuzzy bi--ideal of S  if and only if  A is a bi--ideal 
of . S  
  
Proof: We suppose that  ) , ( A A A     be an intuitionistic 
fuzzy bi--ideal of S , then it is an intuitionistic fuzzy 
-subsemigroup of S  and by Lemma 3.9,  A is a -
subsemigroup of  . S  Let  A t s d c b a  ) , ( ) , ( , ,  ) , ( f e u  S  and 
   ,  then  , 0 ) (   a s A  , 0 ) (   c t A   and 
, 1 ) (   b s A    . 1 ) (   d t A   As  A is an intuitionistic 
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) 1   since (  
)} ( ), ( { max ) (   and
) 0   since (  
)} ( ), ( { min ) (
   

   

d d f b
t s t u s
e c e a
t s t u s
A A A
A A A
    
    
 
Hence 
  ) (         ) , ( ) , ( ) , ( ) , ( A t u s t u s d f b c e a d c f e b a            
This implies that A S  . A A   Hence  A is a bi--
ideal of  . S   
Conversely, we suppose that  A is a bi--ideal of S  
then  A is a -subsemigroup of S  and by lemma 3.9, 
A is an intuitionistic fuzzy -subsemigroup of  . S  Let 
. , , S u t s   If   ) (s A  0 ) (  t A   and   ) (s A 
1 ) (  t A   then  
)}. ( ), ( { max 1 ) (   and
)} ( ), ( { min 0 ) (
t s t u s
t s t u s
A A A
A A A
    
    
 
 
 
If   ), (s A      0 ) (  t A    and   ), (s A      1 ) (  t A    then  
, )) ( ), ( ( s s A A s       . , )) ( ), ( ( A t t t A A      As   A  is a bi-  -ideal 
of  S   so we have, 
.
       
) (
) (
)) ( ), ( ( )) ( ), ( ( )) ( ), ( (
)) ( ) ( ) (   ,   ) ( ) ( ) ( (
)) ( ) (   ,   ) ( ) ( (
A
t u s
t u s
t u s
t t s s s s
t s s t s s
t s t s
A A A A A A
A A A A A A
A A A A


    
 
     
     
   
 
 
 
 
Which implies that 
)}, ( ), ( { max
) ( ) ( ) (   and
)} ( ), ( { min
) ( ) ( ) (
t s
t s t u s
t s
t s t u s
A A
A A A
A A
A A A
 
    
 
    

 

 
 
for all  S u t s  , ,   and   . ,       
Hence   ) , ( A A A      is an intuitionistic fuzzy bi--
ideal of   . S  
 
Lemma 3.11:  A non-empty intuitionistic fuzzy subset   
) , ( A A A     of  a -semigroup  S  is an intuitionistic 
fuzzy interior -ideal of S  if and only if  A is an 
interior   -ideal of   . S  
 
 Proof: Straightforward. 
 
 Lemma 3.12:  A non-empty intuitionistic fuzzy subset   
) , ( A A A     of a -semigroup  S  is an intuitionistic 
fuzzy left (right) -ideal of S  if and only if   A  is a left 
(right) -ideal of   . S  
 
Proof: Straightforward. 
 
Remark 3.13:  It is clear that any -ideal of a -
semigroup  S  is an interior -ideal of S  and any 
intuitionistic fuzzy -ideal of S is an intuitionistic fuzzy 
interior -ideal of  . S   
 
Theorem 3.14:  A non-empty intuitionistic fuzzy subset   
) , ( A A A     of a regular -semigroup  S  is an 
intuitionistic fuzzy right (left) -ideal of S  if and only if  
A  is an interior -ideal of  . S  
 
Proof: We suppose that ) , ( A A A      is an intuitionistic 
fuzzy right (left)  -ideal of  S  then by   mark Re 3.13,      
A is an interior  -ideal of  S  and by Lemma  3.11,  
A is an interior -ideal of  . S   Conversely, we suppose 
that  A  is an interior -ideal of  . S  Let  S t s  ,  and  
.     Since S  is a regular -semigroup then   
, s w s s     for some  S w  and  . ,      If   
0 ) (  s A    and   1 ) (  s A    then   ) ( 0 ) ( s t s A A        
and  ). ( 1 ) ( s t s A A       If  0 ) (  s A   and  A s1  
then   A s s s A A  )) ( ), ( (     and   )) ( ), ( ( s s A A t      . S   Since  
A  is a right -ideal of S  then we have, 
ideal) - interior  an    is     (Since    .
        ) (
) (
) (
) (
)) ( ), ( ( )) ( ), ( ( )) ( ), ( (
)) ( ) ( ) (   ,   ) ( ) ( ) ( (
)) (   ,   ) ( (
)) (   ,   ) ( (
    



   
A A S A S
t s w s
t s w s
t s w s
t s
s s s s s s
s s s s s s
s s
s s
A A A A A A
A A A A A A
A A
A A
     
     
 
 
  
  
  

 
Which implies that,  ) ( ) ( s t s A A       a n d    
) ( ) ( s t s A A     . Hence   A  is an intuitionistic fuzzy 
right  -ideal of   . S  
 
Lemma 3.15: A -semigroup  S  is regular if and only if 
the -semigroup S  is regular. 
 
Proof: Let  S  be a regular -semigroup and   S s b a  ) , (    
for  . S s  Since S  is regular then for   S s   there exist  
, S w    ,  such that   s w s s      and   S w b a  ) , (    
then  

  b a b a
b b b a a a b a b a b a
s s w s
s w s s w s
, ,
, ) , ( ) , ( ) , (
) (
) (        
 
    
 
   
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Conversely, we suppose that S is a regular -
semigroup. Let   S s   then for any   ] 1 , 0 [ ,  b a   there 
exist an element   S w d c  ) , (    and      ,   such that  


 . ) (
) (
       
,
,
) , ( ) , ( ) , ( ,
d b c a
b d b a c a
b a d c b a b a
s w s
s w s
s w s s
 
   



 
 
 
 
Hence   s w s s      for   S w   and   , ,      which 
implies that  S   is a regular  -semigroup. 
 
Theorem 3.16: ]) 25 ([  The following conditions on a  -
semigroup S  are equivalent. 
  ) (i   S  is regular. 
  ) (ii , L R L R     for every right -ideal  R  and 
every left -ideal L of  . S  
 
Theorem 3.17: ]) 26 ([  For a -semigroup  S  the 
following conditions are equivalent. 
  ) (i    S   is regular, 
  ) (ii   , A B A B      for every intuitionistic fuzzy left  
-ideal  ) , ( A A A     and intuitionistic fuzzy right -
ideal   ) , ( B B B      of   . S  
 
Theorem 3.18:  For a -semigroup  S  the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
  ) (i     S   is regular, 
  ) (ii    , A B A B      for every intuitionistic fuzzy left  
-ideal  ) , ( A A A     and intuitionistic fuzzy right -
ideal   ) , ( B B B      of   . S  
 
Proof: : ) ( ) ( ii i   Let S  be a regular -semigroup and  
B A,  be the intuitionistic fuzzy left and intuitionistic 
fuzzy right -ideals of  . S  Then by Lemma  3.15, S   is 
regular and by  Lemma 3.12,  A and B  be the left and 
right  -ideals of S . Hence by Theorem 3.16,  
. A B A B      
: ) ( ) ( i ii   We suppose that  , A B A B      for every 
intuitionistic fuzzy left -ideal  A and intuitionistic 
fuzzy right -ideal  B  of  . S  Let   . S s   If  0 ) (  s A    
or   0 ) (  s B    and   1 ) (  s A    or   1 ) (  s B    then  
) )(   ( ) )(   .( .
) )(   ( 1 ) ( ) (   and
) )(   ( ) )( (   . .
) )(   ( 0 ) ( ) (
s s e i
s s s
s s e i
s s s
A B A B
A B A B
A B A B
A B A B
   
   
   
   
  
   
  
   
 
This implies that   . A B A B      
Now if ), (s A  0 ) (  s B   and ), (s A    1 ) (  s B    then 
A B A B s
A s
B s
s s s s
s s s s
s s s s
A B A B
A B A B
A B A B
   


 
 
 
)) ( ) (   ,   ) ( ) ( (
)) ( ) (   ,   ) ( ) ( (
)) ( ) (   ,   ) ( ) ( (
) (   Implies
) (   and
) (
   
   
   
 
But   A B A B      so we have,    
A B s s s s s A B A B     )) ( ) (   ,   ) ( ) ( ( ) (      
) )(   (
) ( ) ( ) )(   (    and
) )( (
) ( ) ( ) )(   ( Then  
s
s s s
s
s s s
A B
A B A B
A B
A B A B
 
   
 
   
 
  
 
  
 
Which implies that   . A B A B      Also obviously   
. A B A B     Hence A B A B     and by Theorem    
3.17,  S   is regular. 
 
Definition 3.19: An intuitionistic fuzzy  -subsemigroup  
) , ( A A A       of  S   is called an intuitionistic fuzzy 
prime   -ideal of  S    if 
)}, ( ), ( { min ) (   and
)} ( ), ( { max ) (
y x y x
y x y x
A A A
A A A
   
   


 
 for all   . , ,     S y x  
 
Definition 3.20: An intuitionistic fuzzy   -subsemigroup  
) , ( A A A       of  S   is called an intuitionistic fuzzy 
semiprime  -ideal of  S    if 
), ( ) (   and
) ( ) (
x x x
x x x
A A
A A
  
  


 
 for all   . ,     S x   
 
Theorem 3.21:  A non-empty intuitionistic fuzzy subset   
) , ( A A A      of a -semigroup  S  is an intuitionistic 
fuzzy semiprime -ideal of S  if and only if  A is a 
semiprime -ideal of   . S  
 
Proof:  We suppose that   ) , ( A A A      i s  a n  
intuitionistic fuzzy semiprime  -ideal of   . S   Then, for 
all   S s   and   ,      we have   ) ( ) ( s s s A A       and  
) ( ) ( s s s A A       
Now, let . ) ( ) , ( ) , ( ) , ( A s s A s s b a b a b a       Then 
a s s A  ) (     a n d    . ) ( b s s A      Which gives   
a s s s A A   ) ( ) (      a n d    ) ( ) ( s s s A A     b    so   
a s A  ) (    and   . ) ( b s A     Which implies that   
. ) , ( A s b a    Hence   A  is a semiprime -ideal of   . S                                             VOL. 2, NO. 12, December 2012                                                                                                  ISSN 2222-9833           
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Conversely, we suppose that   A  be a semiprime  -
ideal of   . S   Let   a s s A  ) (     and   ) ( s s A   b    then  
A s s b a  ) , ( ) (   and  A s s b a b a  ) , ( ) , (  , for      implies 
that  A s b a  ) , (  because  A is a semiprime -ideal of  . S   
Then   a s A  ) (    and   , ) ( b s A     which implies that  
) ( ) ( s s s A A       and   ). ( ) ( s s s A A       Hence   A  is 
an intuitionistic fuzzy semiprime -ideal of   . S   
 
Theorem 3.22:  A non-empty intuitionistic fuzzy subset   
) , ( A A A     of a -semigroup  S  is an intuitionistic 
fuzzy prime  -ideal of  S   if and only if   A  is a prime  
-ideal of   . S  
 
Proof: We suppose that ) , ( A A A      is an intuitionistic 
fuzzy prime -ideal of  , S  then for all   S t s  ,   and  
,     we have 
)} ( ), ( max{ ) ( t s t s A A A       
and 
)}. ( ), ( min{ ) ( t s syt A A A      
Let   A t s b a b a  ) , ( ) , (    but 
) , ( ) , ( ) , ( ) , ( ) ( ) ( b a b b a a b a b a t s t s t s         
implies that   . ) ( ) , ( A t s b a     Then   a t s A  ) (     and  
, ) ( b t s A      which implies that  
a t s A A  )} ( ), ( max{     and   . )} ( ), ( min{ b t s A A      
Then (  a s A  ) (    or   a t A  ) (     )  and (  b s A  ) (    
or   b t A  ) (        implies that (  a s A  ) (    and  
) ) ( b s A     or (  a t A  ) (    and   ) ) ( b t A     implies 
that   A s b a  ) , (   or   . ) , ( A t b a   Hence  A is a prime -
ideal of  S  
Conversely, we suppose that   A  is a prime  -ideal of  
. S   L e t    a t s A  ) (     and   ) ( t s A   . b    Then   
A t s t s b a b a b a   ) , ( ) , ( ) , ( ) (     implies that   A s b a  ) , (   or  
, ) , ( A t b a   (as   A  is a prime   -ideal of   ). S   Which 
implies that (  a s A  ) (    and   ) ) ( b s A     o r  (  
a t A  ) (    and   ) ) ( b t A     i . e .  (   a s A  ) (    or   
a t A  ) (        and (  b s A  ) (    or   b t A  ) (        i.e.  
a t s A A  )} ( ), ( max{     a n d    , )} ( ), ( min{ b t s A A      
implies that   ) ( )} ( ), ( max{ t s a t s A A A         and   
). ( )} ( ), ( min{ t s b t s A A A        Since   A  is a prime  
-ideal of  S   so   A  is a  -ideal of  S   and by  
Lemma 3.12,   ) , ( A A A      is an intuitionistic fuzzy  
-ideal of  . S  Then  )} ( ), ( max{ ) ( t s t s A A A       and  
)}, ( ), ( min{ ) ( t s t s A A A      for all  S t s  , and .      
Hence, we have   )} ( ), ( max{ ) ( t s t s A A A        and   
)}, ( ), ( min{ ) ( t s t s A A A      for all S t s  , and  .      
Which implies that   ) , ( A A A      is an intuitionistic 
fuzzy prime  -ideal of   . S  
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